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Polyploidy is an important driver of eukaryotic evolution, evident
in many animals, fungi, and plants. One consequence of polyploidy
is subfunctionalization, in which the ancestral expression profile
becomes partitioned among duplicated genes (termed homoeologs). Subfunctionalization appears to be a common phenomenon insofar as it has been studied, at the scale of organs. Here, we
use a high-resolution methodology to investigate the expression
of thousands of pairs of homoeologs during the development of a
single plant cell, using as a model the seed trichomes (‘‘cotton
fiber’’) of allopolyploid (containing ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘D’’ genomes) cotton
(Gossypium). We demonstrate that ⬇30% of the homoeologs are
significantly A- or D-biased at each of three time points studied
during fiber development. Genes differentially biased toward the
A or D genome belong to different biological processes, illustrating
the functional partitioning of genomic contributions during cellular development. Interestingly, expression of the biased genes was
shifted strongly toward the agronomically inferior D genome.
Analyses of homoeologous gene expression during development
of this cell showed that one-fifth of the genes exhibit changes in
A/D ratios, indicating that significant alteration in duplicated gene
expression is fairly frequent even at the level of development and
maturation of a single cell. Comparing changes in homoeolog
expression in cultivated versus wild cotton showed that most
homoeolog expression bias reflects polyploidy rather than domestication. Evidence suggests, however, that domestication may
increase expression bias in fibers toward the D genome, potentially
implicating D-genome recruitment under human selection during
domestication.
cotton 兩 polyploidy 兩 subfunctionalization

P

olyploidy is an important component of eukaryotic evolution, evident in many animal and fungal genomes (1) and
particularly in plants, where whole-genome sequences, EST
datasets, and high-density maps have demonstrated cyclical and
sometimes recurrent episodes of genome doubling in the history
of all angiosperms (2). The merger of two differentiated genomes in a common nucleus (allopolyploidization) is accompanied by myriad genomic alterations (3, 4) and gene expression
changes (5) and is thought to provide the raw material for the
origin of morphological novelty, adaptation, and speciation (6).
The attendant genome doubling provides a reservoir of duplicated genes as substrates for potential evolutionary innovation
(7, 8).
Theory suggests that duplicated genes are subject to a dynamic
tension between mutational decay and fixation by selective or
neutral processes, the choice of which is determined by the
interplay among population size, mutation rates, and the selective environment (9, 10). A presumably common means of
duplicate gene retention, or escape from mutational obliteration, is expression partitioning, or subfunctionalization (11). In
this process, the expression of duplicated genes (termed homoeologs) becomes partitioned such that one copy is expressed in a
subset of the aggregate ancestral expression space (cell lines,
tissues, organs, or stage), whereas the other copy is expressed in
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the remaining portion. An increasing body of empirical evidence
substantiates subfunctionalization as an important consequence
of polyploidy for plant evolution and development (11, 12).
Subfunctionalization may occur very rapidly and hence be an
immediate and epigenetic consequence of polyploidy, as shown
in newly synthesized cotton polyploids (13), or it may arise on an
evolutionary time scale following the dynamics predicted by
population genetic models (14, 15). It has recently been shown
that subfunctionalization may even occur in the same plant organ
during development or under different environmental conditions, such as abiotic stress (16). Thus, expression partitioning of
homoeologous genes appears to be a widespread phenomenon,
although its scale and scope remain poorly known.
Here, we investigated the scale of expression partitioning of
duplicated genes at a higher level of resolution than previously
explored; that is, during development of a single polyploid cell,
and using a high-throughput technology. We used the singlecelled epidermal trichomes of cotton seeds (Gossypium), colloquially termed ‘‘cotton fiber,’’ which represent one of most
distinct single cell types in the plant kingdom. A key step in the
evolution of G. hirsutum (upland cotton) and G. barbadense
(Pima cotton), which presently account for the majority of world
cotton commerce, was an ancient [1–2 million years ago (mya)]
hybridization between two diploid species, one from Africa–Asia
(A genome) and the other from Central or South America (D
genome), followed or accompanied by genome doubling leading
to a new polyploid lineage (AD genome) (Fig. 1). Thus, modern
polyploid cottons contain two ancestral genomes, A and D,
which diverged from one another ⬇7 mya (17) and which
contributed a largely similar suite of genes to the nascent
allopolyploid. Modern diploids considered most similar to the
progenitors of allopolyploid Gossypium are G. herbaceum/G.
arboreum (A2 genome) and G. raimondii (D5 genome) (17).
Transcription profiling of cotton fibers has shown that the
transcriptome of cotton fibers is extraordinarily complex, involving thousands of genes that vary in expression levels through the
stages of cellular initiation, primary wall synthesis, secondary
wall deposition, and maturation (18–22). Here, we simultaneously monitored transcript accumulation for 1,484 pairs of
homoeologous genes by using custom short-oligonucleotide microarrays based on A- and D- genome-specific SNPs. These
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Ancestral Gossypium
Fig. 1. Evolutionary history of diploid and tetraploid Gossypium. Shown are
the phylogeny of the genus (blue arrows) inferred from molecular data, the
history of repeated domestication at both the diploid (n ⫽ 13) and polyploid
(green arrows) levels, and representative examples of the morphology of the
single-celled seed trichomes (‘‘fiber’’). A- and D-genome species groups are
inferred to have diverged ⬇7 mya, with these two genomes having become
reunited with polyploid formation 1–2 mya (17). Species used in this study are:
D, G. raimondii (D5); A, G. arboreum (A2; domesticated form); AD, G. hirsutum
var. yucatanense (AD1; wild form)/G. hirsutum var. TM1 (AD1; domesticated
form). Other species present in the figure (not used in the current study): A,
wild G. herbaceum (A1; wild form); F, Gossypium longicalyx; B, Gossypium
anomalum; C, Gossypium robinsonii.

SNPs were identified in comparative analyses, enabling us to
develop a platform capable of distinguishing homoeologous
transcripts and diagnosing their origin from either the A or D
genomes in a single allopolyploid sample (23). We show that
duplicated genes in fibers are significantly biased toward one
parent during development and that subfunctionalization is
frequent and changeable during development of a single cell. By
comparing cultivated cotton with a wild form of the same
species, we also demonstrate how domestication may result in an
increased level of homoeolog expression bias, potentially reflecting human selection.
Results and Discussion
Preferential Transcription of One of the Two Genomes. The custom
microarray platform included 11,350 genome-specific probe sets
(corresponding a and d probes) representing 2,028 genes, of
which 1,484 genes were investigated further by following a
rigorous probe-selection process. Analyses were performed on
pure fiber cells across a developmental time course from a few
days after anthesis (DPA) through primary and secondary
wall-synthesis stages. Four cotton accessions were analyzed,
including domesticated and wild forms of allotetraploid (AD1
genome) G. hirsutum (TM1 and G. hirsutum var. yucatanense,
respectively) and G. raimondii (D5) and G. arboreum (A2) as
modern representatives of the ancestral genome donors. mRNAs,
6192 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0711569105

isolated from three developmental time points, 5, 10, and 20 DPA,
were hybridized to the microarrays. In addition, an equimolar
mixture (hereafter, mix) of RNAs from A2 and D5 was prepared
and hybridized to the same microarray platform. For each gene, the
log(a probe) ⫺ log(d probe) expression values [hereafter, log(a/d)]
were calculated for the AD1, A2, and D5 genomes and for the
reference mix. Comparison of the log(a/d) ratios between the
allotetraploid (AD) and the reference mix showed that unequal
accumulation of the two homoeologous transcripts in the tetraploid
from the midparent value is common. For the nearly 1,500 genes for
which we had diagnostic power, 25.3%, 37.0%, and 37.1% of the
genes were significantly biased toward one of the two genomes in
the allotetraploid (AD1) at 5, 10, and 20 DPA, respectively, whereas
the majority of genes expressed at midparent values. These results
parallel other microarray studies (24–26) showing that, in general,
polyploidy appears to stabilize expression of genes toward the
midparent levels. The expression of duplicated genes was found to
be biased toward the D genome in all three time points studied
[Table 1 and supporting information (SI) Fig. S1]. This preference
for D-genome transcript accumulation increased during development, as shown by plotting the data for all 1,484 genes, in which the
fraction of D-biased genes is 63%, 66%, and 76% for the three time
points during cellular development (Fig. S1), or by estimating the
fraction by using only significantly biased genes (Table 1), where the
corresponding percentages of D-biased genes are 67, 72, and 84,
respectively.
To address whether A-biased and D-biased genes differed in
their levels of overall expression, we compared overall expression using a set of seven non-SNP probes that were also spotted
on the microarray for each of the 1,484 genes. As shown in Fig.
S2, there was no visual difference in normalized log expression
values between the two groups, indicating that level of homoeolog bias is unrelated to global gene expression levels. Statistical
analysis, however, showed that the D-biased genes were slightly
over-expressed compared with A-biased genes, with means of
1.52 and 1.13, respectively [P(t) ⫽ 0.021].
To confirm the microarray-based interpretations, we used an
application of a MALDI-TOF-based validation technique (see
SI Text). The robustness of this technique was recently demonstrated (27), showing an R2 value of 0.64 compared with realtime PCR-based analysis. Cotton fiber cDNAs were PCRamplified with multiplex primer sets, which targeted 35 randomly
selected genes from the homoeolog-specific microarray. Amplified multiplex products were subjected to homoeolog-specific
MALDI-TOF mass-spectrometry quantification. The mean
value for each of nine replicates (three technical reps of three
independent biological samples) was determined and compared
with the estimates derived from the homoeolog-specific microarray. As shown in Fig. S3, the correlations between the SNPspecific microarray and the MALDI-TOF-based techniques
were very high, with R2 values of 0.82, 0.62, and 0.63 for 5, 10,
and 20 DPA, respectively (P value for all correlations is ⬍0.001).
Matching previous microarray-based studies (25, 27–29), these
results demonstrate the robustness of our SNP-specific microarray platform.
Our results demonstrate extraordinary variation among duplicated genes in their contributions to the transcript pool of
single-celled fibers from allopolyploid cotton, ranging from
near-complete silencing of the A copy to the same for the D
copy. The distribution of ratios deviated from normal, but
approximated normality (Fig. S1). The mean of the distributions
are not equal A and D expression but, instead, are shifted toward
preferential transcription of D-genome homoeologs. From the
standpoint of morphology, this might be considered an unexpected result, given that A-genome species have relatively long,
spinnable fibers, whereas D-genome species have short, tightly
adherent seed trichomes that would not be recognized as
‘‘cotton’’ by a casual observer (29) (Fig. 1). Hence, one might
Hovav et al.

Table 1. Number of A- and D-biased genes during three stages of fiber development in allopolypoid G. hirsutum and their putative
biological roles
DPA
5

10

20

Genome
bias

No. of
genes (%)

A

93 (25)

D

282 (75)

A

154 (28)

D

394 (72)

A

87 (16)

D

463 (84)

Significant biological processes
Microtubule-based movement (GO:0007018) flavonoid biosynthetic process (GO:0009813) L-ascorbic acid
binding (GO:0031418) dioxygenase activity (GO:0007018) glyoxysome (GO:0009514)cellular
localization (GO:0051641) vesicle coat (GO:0030120) organ senescence (preventing) (GO:0010260)
GTPase regulator activity (GO:0030695)
Structural constituent of ribosome (GO:0003735) manganese ion binding (GO:0030145) fatty acid
biosynthetic process (GO:0006633) amino acid biosynthetic process (GO:0008652) organic acid
biosynthetic process (GO:0016053) disulfide oxidoreductase activity (GO:0015036)
Structural constituent of ribosome (GO:0003735) microtubule-based movement (GO:0007018) coenzyme
A metabolic process (GO:0015936) GTPase regulator activity (GO:0030695) organ morphogenesis
(GO:0009887) enzyme activator activity (GO:0008047) miRNA-mediated gene silencing (GO:0035195)
Actin filament (GO:0005884) sucrose metabolic process (GO:0005985)fatty acid metabolic process
(GO:0006631) structural constituent of ribosome (GO:0003735) manganese ion binding (GO:0030145)
Adventitious root development (GO:0048830) defense response to virus (GO:0051607)miRNA binding
(GO:0035198) L-malate dehydrogenase activity (GO:0030060) glyoxysome (GO:0009514)
Manganese ion binding (GO:0030145)structural constituent of ribosome (GO:0003735) ser/threonine
phosphatase complex (GO:0008287) fatty acid metabolic process (GO:0006631) water transport
(GO:0006833)

Stages were 5, 10, and 20 DPA. For each stage, the number of differentially biased genes [log (a/d) values] were calculated (false discovery rate ⫽ 0.05).
Significant biological processes are for P ⬍ 0.05

Functional Partitioning of Duplicate Genes During Fiber Development.

The significant biological processes for A- and D-biased genes
during fiber development are presented in Table 1. In general,
the two genomes are biased toward emphasizing different biological processes. The A-biased group is enriched for genes
involved in microtubule-based movement, antioxidant and
senescence-preventing process (e.g., L-ascorbic acid binding and
glyoxysome building), vesicle coat transport, and GTPaseregulator activity, all shown as processes involved in fiber
elongation and development (21, 31). In contrast, genes from the
D-biased group are associated with ‘‘housekeeping’’ processes,
including fatty acid biosynthesis, manganese ion binding, amino
acid biosynthesis and organic acid biosynthesis, in addition to
biological processes tightly connected with fiber development
like actin filament biosynthesis (at 10 DPA) and water transport
(at 20 DPA). One process, the structural constituent of ribosomes (GO:0003735), identified as connected with fiber development, particularly in fiber initials (20), is shared between Aand D-biased groups of genes. These results illustrate the
partitioning of processes between duplicated genes originating
Hovav et al.

from polyploidy in this developing cell. Also, this result may
indicate D-genome processes that were up-regulated after tetraploid formation.
Changes in Homoeolog Bias in Wild and Domesticated Cotton Fibers.

To provide a temporal component to expression partitioning of
duplicated genes after genome doubling, we included additional
expression profiling data on a wild form of tetraploid cotton,
namely, G. hirsutum var. yucatanense, the latter selected based on
prior analyses of diversity within the species (32). Analyses were
performed on fiber cells across the same developmental time
course as described above (5, 10, and 20 DPA). Log(a/d) ratios
for var. yucatanense mirrored those for domesticated cotton.
Across the three time points, 25.1%, 32%, and 36.9% of the
genes were significantly biased toward one of the two genomes
(compared with 25.3%, 37.0%, and 37.1%, respectively, in the
domesticated form), with a mostly similar set of biased genes and
biological processes (data not shown). These results indicate that
most differences in gene-expression bias resulted from polyploid
formation and not from domestication. However, direct comparison of the changes in biased genes between the wild and the
domesticated forms (Fig. 2) showed that additional expression
alteration accompanied the transition to domestication. More-

YUC
K101

2 dpa

10 dpa

20 dpa

47

59

54

60

78

71

2 dpa

10 dpa

20 dpa

TM1 Pima S-7

Fig. 2. Cotton fiber domestication involved homoeolog expression changes
biased toward the D genome. Ratio values of the log(a/d) were contrasted
between the wild (YUC) and domesticated (TM1) species at 5, 10, and 20 DPA.
The presented numbers are for the significantly D-biased genes for each
comparison. Note that D-biased genes for one direction are actually A-biased
for the other direction. For example, in the temporal transition from wild to
domesticated forms, at 5 DPA, 47 became more A-biased and 60 became more
D-biased.
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expect, a priori, that any biased expression would favor the A
genome, as suggested by Yang et al. (30) in a recent bioinformatic analysis of ESTs from cotton ovaries. The incongruence
between the aforementioned study and ours may reflect differences in tissues sampled (ovules vs. fibers), developmental stages
studied, or methodology. With respect to the latter, Yang et al.
based their interpretations on bioinformatic analysis of a nonnormalized cDNA library; it is possible that the use of a
nonnormalized library may have biased their results toward
highly expressed genes, which may be maternally biased in the
ovular tissue they studied. Particularly intriguing in light of the
D-genome dominance demonstrated here are results of numerous quantitative trait loci analyses, which have shown that a
majority of loci for important fiber traits are located on chromosomes derived from the D-genome parent (30). Our data may
reflect transcript-level evidence of this possibility of ‘‘recruitment’’ of D-genome homoeologs after polyploid formation,
manifested as novel or enhanced expression levels and thereby
potentially contributing to evolutionary innovation or, in this
case, superior commercial cotton.

Table 2. Number of differentially biased genes between any two
developmental time points in polyploid cotton fiber cell
25 DPA
1 (87)

0 (0, 0)
62 (55, 45)
147 (47, 53)

57 (57, 43)
164 (52, 48)

4 (50, 50)

over, this human-mediated shift was accompanied by increasing
bias toward the D genome. We note that because the wild form
used may not be wholly representative of the progenitor lineage
of domesticated G. hirsutum, differences in gene expression
between the two forms may reflect factors in addition to
domestication.
Changes in Homoeolog Bias During Fiber Development. To better

appreciate patterns of change in homoeolog-specific expression
during fiber development, we studied the temporal component
of homoeolog-specific transcript accumulation from 2 to 25
DPA, using microarrays from additional two time points during
fiber development (2 and 25 DPA). This analysis, which was
performed only for the domesticated AD1, demonstrated that
duplicate gene-expression patterns are dynamic even during
development of a single cell (Table 2), with most changes
reflecting gradual adjustments; that is, adjacent time points
typically exhibited less dramatic alterations in homoeolog ratios
than did more distant developmental stages. Overall, 22% (317
genes; false discovery rate ⬍0.05) of the gene pairs studied
exhibited changed ratios of contribution to the transcript pool
during fiber development. Four genes displayed reciprocal silencing of alternative homoeologs during development, each
changing from A to D expression. Thus, the pattern described
among floral organs (11) and for organ development (16) is
extended here to the level of a single cell.
Cluster analysis of the 317 genes showing developmentally
regulated change in homoeolog bias led to recognition of four
statistically significant clusters (Fig. 3). Cluster 1 comprises 87
genes that exhibit bias toward D-genome expression at a time
when rates of fiber elongation are high (33). Some of the
processes in this cluster have been connected to fiber elongation,
such as vesicle-mediated transport and microtubule motor activity, hinting once again at the hypothesized contribution of the
‘‘inferior’’ D genome to fiber elongation. Clusters 2 and 3 show
genes that were D-biased at the beginning of development but
were changed toward the A genome. Overrepresented genes at
these clusters belong to processes like regulation of transcription,
stress prevention, and hormone response. Cluster 4 shows genes
that were A-biased early in development and that belong to,
among other processes, oxidoreductase activity, fatty-acid synthase activity, ATPase activity, and transmembrane movement
of substances.
Our results indicate that changes in duplicate gene expression
in polyploids is a common phenomenon, occurring even at the
single-cell level and fluctuating at a rate comparable with that
which has been observed for entire tissues and organs in cotton
and in other systems. Even though our platform permitted
discrimination among homoeologs for perhaps only⬇5% of the
duplicate gene pairs in the genome, our analyses suggests that
temporal partitioning of duplicate gene expression may, in
aggregate, contribute significantly to processes important in
fiber development. By extension, the data point to a hitherto
unformulated dimension to the adaptive significance or func-

Biological processes*

1.5
1

Vesicle transport (GO:0016192)

0.5

Cellular catabolic process (GO:0044248)
Heme binding (GO:0020037)

0

Actyl-CoA metabolism (GO:0006084)

-0.5
-1

Microtubule motor activity (GO:0003777)

-1.5

Percentages of D-biased genes; percentages of A-biased genes are given in
parentheses.
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Standardized expression
(log A/D ratio)

20 DPA

2 (74)

Standardized expression
(log A/D ratio)

9 (44, 56)
74 (52, 48)
118 (49, 51)
162 (45, 55)

10 DPA

1.5

Regulation of transcription (GO:0045449)

1

O-acyltransferase activity (GO:0008374)
Serine family amino acid biosynthetic

0.5

process (GO:0009070)

0

Response to jasmonic acid (GO:0009753)

-0.5
-1
-1.5

3 (82)

Standardized expression
(log A/D ratio)

2 DPA
5 DPA
10 DPA
20 DPA
25 DPA

5 DPA

1.5

Peroxidase activity(GO:0004601)

1

Antioxidant activity (GO:0016209)

0.5

Ascorbate peroxidase activity

0

(GO:0016688)

-0.5
-1

Cellulose metabolic process (GO:0030243)

-1.5

(GO:0009664)

Cell wall organization and biogenesis

1.5

4(73)

Standardized expression
(log A/D ratio)

2 DPA

Cluster (n)

Oxidoreductase activity(GO:0016491)

1

Fatty-acid synthase activity (GO:0004312)

0.5

ATPase activity, coupled to transmembrane

0

movement of substances (GO:0042626)

-0.5
-1

Heterotrimeric G-protein complex
(GO:0005834)

-1.5
2

5
10
20
Time-points (DPA)

25

Fig. 3. Cluster analysis of differentially biased genes during fiber development. The log(A/D) ratios between five time points during fiber development
were standardized and clustered, as described (21). Time points studied are: 2
DPA, fiber initiation; 5 DPA, early elongation; 10 DPA, rapid elongation; 20
DPA, transition for secondary cell biosynthesis; 25 DPA, halt in elongation,
only secondary cell biosynthesis. Shown are the number of genes and the
significant biological processes (P ⬍ 0.05) for each cluster. Red lines indicate
the mean values for each time point. The data presented here are for the AD1
domesticated form.

tional relevance of polyploidy, namely, the coordinated and
newly combined transcriptional networks that may lead to
physiological and/or morphological innovation at the level of a
single cell.
Materials and Methods
Plant Materials, Experimental Design, and RNA Isolation and Preparation. Three
replicate blocks of four Gossypium accessions, G. arboreum (A2), G. raimondii
(D5), G. hirsutum var. TM1 (AD1), and G. hirsutum var. TX2094 (AD1 wild) were
grown in the Pohl Conservatory at Iowa State University. These four accessions
include, respectively, representatives of progenitor diploid genomes (A and D
genomes), a domesticated allopolyploid and a wild-occurring allopolyploid
(Fig. 1). For the diploid-cultivated G. arboreum (A2), no wild form has ever
been discovered, and hence, by necessity, we used the domesticated form.
Fiber tissues from all accessions were harvested and purified as described (21).
We found that collecting pure fibers from wild species with very short fiber,
like that found in the D genome, is technically challenging before 5 DPA. In
addition, to optimize expenses associated with microarrays, we sampled all
four taxa (A, D, and AD1 wild and domesticated) at 5, 10, and 20 DPA
(representing fiber early elongation, rapid elongation, and transition for
secondary cell biosynthesis, respectively). To gain additional information, we
added two more time points in the domesticated tetraploid (2 and 25 DPA,
representing fiber initiation and end of elongation, respectively). The three
biological replicates were generated by pooling tissues from a minimum of
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Microarray Platform and Data Analysis. We have designed and implemented a
microarray platform capable of measuring homoeolog-specific expression in
Gossypium species (23). This microarray features two classes of probes, ⬇35mer probe pairs differing by an A- or D-genome homoeolog-specific SNP at
their middle base, and ⬇60-mer generic probes (not specific to either homoeolog). Thus, this microarray platform has the ability to measure expression
from both homoeologs, detected by the corresponding ⬇35-mer homoeologspecific probes, and total gene expression, detected by the ⬇60-mer generic
probes designed in areas of common sequence between both homoeologs.
The utility of this design has been demonstrated (23).
Raw data values for each microarray were natural-log transformed, median
centered, and scale normalized across all arrays before performing a mixed
linear model:

Yijk ⫽ Ti ⫹ Dj ⫹ Sk ⫹ Pl ⫹ TDij ⫹ TSjk ⫹ TPil ⫹ DSjk ⫹ DPjl
⫹ SPkl ⫹ TSPikl ⫹ TDSijk ⫹ TDPijl ⫹ DSPjkl ⫹ TDSPjikl
⫹ ijkl,
where T is the treatment effect for the ith biological treatment (species A2 or
D5), D is the time-point effect for the jth time point (5, 10, 25), S is the strand
effect for kth strand (⫹ and ⫺ strand probes were designed for homoeologspecific probes), P is the homoeolog-specific probe type effect for the lth
probe type (A or D genome-specific probe type), and the other 12 terms are
interactions and the error term ().
The linear model was used to find diagnostic, homoeolog-specific probe
sets by identifying those probe sets for which the expression level for a given
A-genome probe was significantly greater (false discovery rate ⱖ 0.05) than
the corresponding D-genome probe when hybridized with A-genome RNA
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and vice versa when hybridized with D-genome RNA. Only probes that met
these conditions for all three time points were considered as diagnostic and
were used further for diagnosing expression levels from the mix and from
allopolyploid Gossypium. Of the 22,798 probes representing 2,028 contigs,
5,078 probes representing 1,484 contigs were analyzed further. For each
contig, a Tukey biweight correction was calculated. The difference between
corrected natural logs of the A and D values from allopolyploid and the mix
samples were calculated for each of 1,484 contigs by using this linear model:

Yijk ⫽ Ti ⫹ Dj ⫹ TDij ⫹ ijk,
where T is the treatment effect for the ith biological treatment (AD1 or mix),
D is the time point effect for the jth time point (5, 10, 25), and TD and  are the
interaction and error, respectively.
Values of the least-square means and errors for all 1,484 genes and all
treatments (species: AD1, AD1 wild, A2, D5, and Mix; time points: 5, 10, and 20
DPA) can be found in Table S1.
To analyze gene bias changes during development, a linear model that
included only one effect (time point, with five levels: 2, 5, 10, 20, and 25) and
an error was used.
The 1,484 P values from each comparison were converted to q values by
using the method of Storey and Tibshirani (34). These q values were used to
identify the number of differentially biased genes for a given comparison
when controlling the false discovery rate at various levels.
Blast2GO (www.blast2go.de/) was used to identify biochemical pathways
involved in a given comparison and to calculate the statistical significance of
each pathway. Blast2GO includes the Gossip package (35) for statistical assessment of annotation differences between two sets of sequences, by using
Fisher’s exact test for each GO term. P values (P ⬍ 0.05) were used for the
assessment of differentially significant metabolic pathways.
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five flowers obtained from three individuals. RNA extractions and amplifications were performed as described (21). From each pair of A and D replicates,
an equimolar RNA mixture was made. RNA samples were sent to NimbleGen
Systems for cDNA synthesis, labeling, and hybridization to 42 microarrays by
following their proprietary protocols.

